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Homebrewing Brewers
Publications
In The Best of
American Beer and
Food Lucy Saunders
covers both pairing
food and beer and
cooking with beer. She
begins by exploring the
art of pairing flavorful
beers with specific
foods, considering
today's wide range of
beer styles and the
foods and flavors that
they compliment from
salad through dessert.
She then turns to
recipes that
incorporate beer, using
the diverse tastes
available from today's
ales and lagers as
flavor components.
Brewtal Truth Guide to
Extreme Beers Wise
Ink
Packed with recipes,
expert advice, step-by-
step photos, and more,
this official guide from
Brew Your Own is a

necessity for anyone
who's into homebrew.
For more than two
decades, America's
homebrewers have
turned to Brew Your
Own magazine for the
best information on
making incredible beer
at home. From well-
tested recipes to
expert advice, Brew
Your Own sets the
standard for quality.
Now, for the first time,
the magazine's best
homebrew guides,
recipes,
troubleshooting, and
tips are brought
together in one book.
The Brew Your Own Big
Book of Homebrewing
is the ultimate all-in-
one homebrew book.
It's a first-time
homebrewer's best
friend, explaining the
entire brewing process
from start to finish with
step-by-step
photography. Yet it has
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plenty for the
experienced
homebrewer as well,
including: - Fully-
illustrated guides for
making the jump to all-
grain brewing and for
setting up your first
kegging system - More
than 50 sought-after
recipes to craft your
favorite breweries'
beers - A deep dive on
brewing ingredients -
The most useful
troubleshooting
features and tips from
the pros from two
decades of the
magazine Whether
you're looking to get
into brewing, up your
game, or find
inspiration for your
next brew day, this
book has what you
need.
Brooklyn Brew
Shop's Beer Making
Book Harvard
Common Press
The wit and weizen of

wheat beers. Author
Stan Hieronymus visits
the ancestral homes of
the world's most
interesting styles-
Hoegaarden, Kelheim,
Leipzig, Berlin and
even Portland, Oregon-
to sort myth from fact
and find out how the
beers are made today.
Complete with brewing
details and recipes for
even the most curious
brewer, and answers to
compelling questions
such as Why is my
beer cloudy? and With
or without lemon?
Altbier Brewers
Publications
Brooklyn Brew Shop’s
Beer Making Book
takes brewing out of
the basement and into
the kitchen. Erica Shea
and Stephen Valand
show that with a little
space, a few tools, and
the same ingredients
breweries use, you too
can make delicious
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craft beer right on your
stovetop.
Greenmarket-inspired
and seasonally brewed,
these 52 recipes
include Everyday IPA
and Rose Cheeked &
Blonde for spring;
Grapefruit Honey Ale
and S’More Beer for
summer; Apple Crisp
Ale and Peanut Butter
Porter for fall; Chestnut
Brown ale and
Gingerbread Ale for
winter; and even four
gluten-free brews.
You’ll also find tips for
growing hops,
suggestions for food
pairings, and recipes
for cooking with beer.
Brooklyn Brew Shop’s
Beer Making Book
offers a new approach
to artisanal brewing
and is a must-own for
beer lovers, seasonally
minded cooks, and
anyone who gets a kick
out of saying “I made
this!”

Techniques, Traditions,
and Homebrew Recipes
for 26 of the World’s
Classic Beer Styles,
from Czech Pilsner to
English Old Ale
Voyageur Press
Author Ray Daniels
provides the brewing
formulas, tables, and
information to take
your brewing to the
next level in this
detailed technical
manual.
Experimental
Homebrewing Brewers
Publications
Your Comprehensive
Guide to Brewing and
Beyond If you’ve ever
wanted to learn to
brew beer from an
expert, look no further.
Award-winning
homebrewer Chris
Colby of Beer & Wine
Journal offers recipes
for every major style of
beer to teach novice,
intermediate and
advanced brewers
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more about the craft
and science of
brewing. From classic
styles like pale ales,
IPAs, stouts and
porters, to
experimental beers
such as oyster stout,
bacon-smoked porter
and jolly rancher
watermelon wheat,
brewers will learn more
about brewing
techniques and beer
ingredients. Chris also
shows how recipes can
be modified to suit an
individual brewer’s
taste or to transform
one beer style into a
related style, creating
a lot of different and
fantastic beer options.
Quench your thirst for
brewing knowledge on
a journey through 101
different beers,
spanning all the major
beer categories in the
2016 Beer Judge
Certification Program
(BJCP) guidelines and

most in the Great
American Beer Festival
(GABF) guidelines.
Radical Brewing
Voyageur Press
The Brewtal Truth
Guide to Extreme
Beers is the first guide
of its type, defining
what makes certain
craft beers “extremely
extreme,” featuring
descriptions and
ratings of more than a
100 of the most insane
beers in the
world—broken down
into a handful of
specific categories.
These are outrageous
brews with unusual
ingredients,
ridiculously high
alcohol by volume
(ABV), bizarre names
and sometimes
unsettling flavors.
Appealing to casual
and serious beer
drinkers alike, the book
is the perfect gift for
the adventurous guy
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(or girl) who’s always
looking for new
experiences; the book
is a reference guide
and a challenge all at
once. In addition to
focusing on some of
the most interesting
and hardcore beers in
the world, it also
features profiles on
craft-beer loving metal
musicians and extreme
craft beer brewers,
making it a highly
entertaining read. The
book sets the scene for
what an extreme beer
is, drawing parallels
and metaphors from
the music scene. The
author includes an
explanation of extreme
styles and what defines
them. Each beer
profiled receives an
“extreme” rating,
tasting notes
information about the
beer and what makes it
extreme, and a musical
pairing selected by the

author. There is also a
resources section
where readers can find
recommendations on
how and where to buy
these brews. Working
in partnership with
Decibel Magazine, and
created out of his
Brewtal Truth column
with Decibel, Adem
Tepedelen opens up
the fun and fascinating
world of extreme beer.
Mild Ale Brewers
Publications
Brewers often call malt
the soul of beer. Fourth
in the Brewing
Elements series, Malt:
A Practical Guide from
Field to Brewhouse
delves into the
intricacies of this key
ingredient used in
virtually all beers. This
book provides a
comprehensive
overview of malt, with
primary focus on
barley, from the field
through the malting
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process. With primers
on history, agricultural
development and
physiology of the
barley kernel, John
Mallett (Bell’s Brewery,
Inc.) leads us through
the enzymatic
conversion that takes
place during the
malting process. A
detailed discussion of
enzymes, the Maillard
reaction, and specialty
malts follows. Quality
and analysis, malt
selection, and storage
and handling are
explained. This book is
of value to all brewers,
of all experience levels,
who wish to learn more
about the role of malt
as the backbone of
beer.
History, Brewing,
Techniques, Recipes
Rowman & Littlefield
IPABrewing
Techniques, Recipes
and the Evolution of
India Pale AleBrewers

Publications
52 Seasonal Recipes
for Small Batches
Voyageur Press (MN)
Ancient brewing
traditions and
techniques have been
passed generation to
generation on farms
throughout remote
areas of northern
Europe. With these
traditions facing near
extinction, author Lars
Marius Garshol set out
to explore and
document the lost art
of brewing using
traditional local
methods. Equal parts
history, cultural
anthropology, social
science, and
travelogue, this book
describes brewing and
fermentation
techniques that are
vastly different from
modern craft brewing
and preserves them for
posterity and
exploration. Learn
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about uncovering an
unusual strain of yeast,
called kveik, which can
ferment a batch to
completion in just 36
hours. Discover how to
make keptinis by
baking the mash in the
oven. Explore using
juniper boughs for
various stages of the
brewing process. Test
your own hand by
brewing recipes
gleaned from years of
travel and research in
the farmlands of
northern Europe. Meet
the brewers and delve
into the ingredients
that have kept these
traditional methods
alive. Discover the
regional and stylistic
differences between
farmhouse brewers
today and throughout
history.
The Best of
American Beer and
Food Brewers
Publications

Explore the sensation
of tart, fruity and
refreshing Gose-style
beers, popular in
Germany centuries ago
and experiencing a
renaissance today.
Follow the
development of this
lightly sour wheat beer
as it grew, then
bordered on extinction,
before surging into
popularity due to the
enthusiasm and
experimentation of
American craft
brewers. Gose explores
the history of this
lightly sour wheat beer
style, its traditional
ingredients and special
brewing techniques.
Discover brewing
methods from the
Middle Ages and learn
how to translate them
to modern day beer.
Learn about salinity,
spices, and lactic acid
as you experiment with
Gose recipes from
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some of the best-
known craft brewers of
our time. This
refreshing journey
captures the
innovation and
experimentation that is
occurring within the
style and help you
brew your own Gose-
style beers.
The Ultimate Guide to
Brewing Classic Beer
Styles Robert Rose
Incorporated
Starting a successful
brewery takes more
than heart. The
Brewers Association’s
Guide to Starting Your
Own Brewery delivers
essential industry
knowledge to brewers
aspiring to chart their
own course. While
America’s craft beer
renaissance continues,
emphasis must remain
on producing the
highest quality
beer—or the success of
the entire industry is

jeopardized. This
comprehensive guide
will help you plan and
open a thriving,
quality-oriented
brewery. It reviews
everything that
matters, from site
selection and branding
to regulatory
requirements, flooring
choices and equipment
considerations.
Industry veteran Dick
Cantwell of Elysian
Brewing adeptly covers
ingredients, financing,
business plans, quality
assurance, distribution,
wastewater,
sustainability practices
and more, for
prospective brewpub
and packaging brewery
owners alike. Cantwell
walks the reader
through the planning
and execution required
to turn craft brewing
dreams into reality.
An All-Excess Pass to
Brewing's Outer Limits
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Storey Publishing
Brew your own clones
of Magic Hat #9, Ithaca
Brown, Moose Drool,
Samuel Adams Boston
Ale, and 196 more
commercial beers!
Revised, improved, and
expanded, this second
edition of CloneBrews
contains 50 brand-new
recipes, updated
mashing guidelines,
and a food pairing
feature that
recommends the best
fare to match every
beer. With basic
brewing equipment
and a bit of know-how,
you can duplicate all of
your favorite lagers
and ales from home.
Home Brew Recipe
Bible Brewers
Publications
Best-selling author Jeff
Alworth takes serious
beer aficionados on a
behind-the-scenes tour
of 26 major European
and North American

breweries that create
some of the world’s
most classic beers.
Learn how the Irish
make stout, the secrets
of traditional Czech
pilsner, and what
makes English cask ale
unique by delving deep
into the specific
techniques, equipment,
and geographical
factors that shape
these distinctive styles.
Contemporary brewers
carrying on their
traditions share insider
knowledge and 26
original recipes to
guide experienced
homebrewers in
developing your own
special versions of
each style.
From IPAs and Bocks to
Pilsners and Porters,
100 Artisanal Recipes
for Cooking with Beer
Brewers Publications
How to brew, ferment
and enjoy world-class
beers at home. Making
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beer at home is as
easy as making soup!
George Hummel
smoothly guides the
reader through the
process of creating a
base to which the
homebrewer can apply
a myriad of intriguing
flavorings, such as
fruits, spices and even
smoke. There are also
outstanding and easy
recipes for delicious
meads, tasty ciders
and great sodas -- all
of which can be made
in a home kitchen and
with minimal
equipment. Using
Hummel's easy-to-
follow instructions and
thorough analysis of
the flavor components
of beer, a novice
homebrewer can
design recipes and
make beers to suit any
taste or craving.
Knowing exactly what's
in a beer has additional
benefits --

homebrewers can
easily avoid the
chemical additives
traditionally found in
mass-produced
commercial beers. As
an added bonus, the
recipes are categorized
according to their
degree of difficulty, so
new brewers can find
the recipes that match
their comfort level and
then easily progress
onto new skills. These
200 tantalizing beer
recipes draw their
inspiration from the
Americas and around
the world. They
include: Irish amber
American/Texas brown
California blonde
Bavarian hefeweizen
Multi-grain stout
Imperial pilsner Pre-
Prohibition lager
Golden ale Scottish 60
shilling Belgium dubble
German bock
Raspberry weizen
Vanilla cream stout
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Flemish red & brown
Standard dry sparkling
mead There is also a
comprehensive
glossary that virtually
guarantees readers will
find answers to every
question about
ingredients and
equipment. Packed
with practical advice
and effectively
designed, The
Complete Homebrew
Beer Book is like
having a personal
brewmaster overseeing
and guiding each
creation.
For The Love of Hops
Brewers Publications
No longer are mild ales
confined to the small
towns of England. Once
a designation for an
entire class of beers,
mild ale now refers to a
beer style some
describe as the “elixir
of life for the salt of the
earth.” Mild is a beer
that can be at once

light or dark, very low
or very high in alcohol,
and either rich in dark
malt flavor or light and
crisp with a touch of
hop flavor and aroma.
The recipes included
offer a wide range of
interpretations for a
style that has
unparalleled flexibility.
The Classic Beer Style
Series from Brewers
Publications examines
individual world-class
beer styles, covering
origins, history,
sensory profiles,
brewing techniques
and commercial
examples.
Make Some Beer
Storey Publishing
Award-winning brewer
Jamil Zainasheff teams
up with homebrewing
expert John J. Palmer to
share award-winning
recipes for each of the
80-plus competition
styles. Using extract-
based recipes for most
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categories, the duo
gives sure-footed
guidance to brewers
interested in
reproducing classic
beer styles for their
own enjoyment or to
enter into
competitions.
Homebrewing For
Dummies Clarkson
Potter
GLOBALLY INSPIRED
RECIPES TO BREW AT
HOME With the
creativity behind
today’s craft-beer
revolution reaching all-
time heights, both new
and experienced
brewers are looking to
expand their palates.
Brooklyn Brew Shop
founders Erica Shea
and Stephen Valand
took a tour of the
world’s most
innovative and storied
breweries and returned
with thirty-three
stovetop-ready recipes
for silky stouts, citrusy

IPAs, and robust
porters, along with
stories inspired by the
global community of
small-batch brewers.
Now Erica and Stephen
bring the taste of
world-class beer into
your kitchen (no
matter how small it is).
They share a German-
style Smoked Wheat,
an aromatic Single Hop
IPA inspired by The
Kernel in London’s
Maltby Street Market,
as well as recipes
straight from the
brewmasters, including
an imperial stout from
Evil Twin, Ranger
Creek’s Mesquite
Smoked Porter, and a
Chocolate Stout from
Steve Hindy, the
founder of Brooklyn
Brewery. Since beer is
best with food, Erica
and Stephen have also
included recipes for a
Farmhouse Ale Risotto,
Spent Grain No-Rise
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Pizza Dough, Shandy
Ice Pops, IPA Hummus,
and more. With tips
and introductory
techniques to get you
started brewing if
you’re a first-timer,
you’ll have world-class,
small-batch beer ready
to drink in no time.
Brewing a Classic
German Beer for the
Modern Era Chelsea
Green Publishing
The use of wooden
vessels for storage,
transportation,
fermentation or aging
of beer is deeply
rooted in history.
Brewing luminaries
Dick Cantwell and
Peter Bouckaert
explore the many
influences of wood as a
vehicle for contributing
tremendous complexity
to beers fermented and
aged within it. Brewers
are innovating,
experimenting and
enthusiastically

embracing the
seemingly mystical
complexity of flavors
and aromas derived
from wood. From the
souring effects of
microbes that take up
residence in the wood
to the character drawn
from barrels or
foeders, Wood & Beer
covers not only the
history, physiology,
microbiology and flavor
contributions of wood,
but also the
maintenance of
wooden vessels.
Mashmaker Brewers
Publications
First created in Munich
in 1894, Bavarian
Helles is perhaps the
most delicate beer
imaginable, and must
rely on its incredible
subtlety to please the
palate. Munich’s beer
hall helles, the palest
of lagers, has almost
no nose or up-front
bitterness. Straw
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blonde and topped by
a tall, white crown, it is
the quaffing beer of
the Bavarians. A page-
turning guide through
Bavaria with stories of
royalty, dynasties, and
helles seekers fill the
pages. Beer
enthusiasts and
brewers interested in

learning more about
the dazzling helles will
treasure this book.
Written by a man who
knows all about it,
Horst Dornbusch
covers the exact step-
by-step brewing
methods to achieve the
necessary perfection of
a helles.
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